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This paper, based on EUROSTAR data, aims to investigate
early and late outcomes after endovascular abdominal aortic aneu-
rysm repair (EVAR) in octogenarians compared with patients aged
80 years. The concept embodied in EUROSTAR by its founders
in 1995 was excellent. It gave the vascular community access to
outcome data on a scale available only from a large international
registry. Its limitations, however, must be acknowledged.
The contribution of cases to EUROSTAR is voluntary and
without any obligation to report consecutive cases. There has thus
been a doubt about case selection bias and what the data mean.
Unlike the Lifeline registry, there is no mandatory requirement for
auditing of data. Also of concern is the proportion of patients lost
to follow-up. This rises incrementally from 16% at 1 year to 50% at
4 years.1 Of the remainder attending for follow-up, not all have had
imaging studies.1 It is difficult to reconcile this information with the
author’s statement that “completeness of follow-up data was 85%.”
The Kaplan-Meier survival curve for octogenarians is quite
amazing. Despite one third being classified as unfit for open repair,
the probability of survival at 4 years of 75% is comparable with
results from the EVAR I trial involving younger patients, all of
whom were classified as fit for open repair. The probability of
survival at 7 years of 64%, although not being supported by the
number of patients at risk, is superior to survival in an age-matched
population. This survival rate has been achieved in the face of amal necks up to 40 mm in diameter. Such a diameter would imply
that the endograft had been deployed in an aneurysm rather than
the normal aorta of the proximal neck. An additional impediment
in the early part of the study was the use of endografts that were
subsequently discarded or withdrawn by the manufacturers.
The authors have clearly worked hard amassing and analysing
a large amount of data. In the end, however, they have come up
with a nonconclusion, being unable to neither recommend nor
reject EVAR for octogenarians. Their dilemma is partly due to the
mean follow-up being limited to 14 months. Concluding that the
“study supports that EVAR might be considered when treating
elderly patients having a limited life expectancy” is at odds with the
Society of Vascular Surgery/American Association for Vascular
Surgery guidelines for treating abdominal aortic aneurysms2 that
recommend patients should have a sufficiently long life expectancy
to enjoy the benefits of EVAR.
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